NEWS RELEASE
Contact: Watch Commander, (805) 339-4416
Release Prepared by: Sgt. S. Harbert
VENTURA POLICE DEPARTMENT

Incident: Vehicle Pursuit Arrest
Location: Victoria Village – 5688 Telephone Road
Date/Time Occurred: 11/11/18 @ 2155 Hours
Officer(s) Involved: VPD Patrol, VPD K9
Suspect(s):

Joseph Jack 49, Ventura Resident

Report #: 18-15274
Narrative:
On the above date and time, officers responded to the Victoria Village shopping center in regard to
male who was acting erratically and driving his vehicle in circles outside the Vons supermarket. When
officers arrived, they observed the suspect, Joseph Jack driving a pickup truck in the parking lot while
smoking a controlled substance.
Officers attempted an enforcement stop on Jack who refused to comply and continued to drive in a
large circular pattern. After several minutes, officers successfully deployed a tire deflation device which
flattened all four tires on Jack’s vehicle. Jack eventually stopped but remained in his vehicle and
continued to ingest the controlled substance. Jack refused to exit the vehicle after numerous requests
causing officers to approach and attempt to remove him. A window to the vehicle was broken and Jack
physically resisted officer’s efforts to take him into custody. A Ventura K9 was inserted into the cab of
the truck where Jack was taken into custody after a brief struggle.
Jack was placed under arrest and treated for minor injuries he sustained as a result of the K9
deployment. He was later booked into the Ventura County Jail for felony evading police, driving while
under the influence of a controlled substance, possession of a controlled substance and resisting
arrest.

The complete press release, including suspect description, can be viewed online at www.venturapd.org
If you have any information about this crime, you can make an anonymous call to Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS.
If your information leads to an arrest, you could receive a cash reward of up to $1,000.
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